Lung cancer is the most frequently occurring malignancy and the leading cause of cancer-related death for men in our country. The only recommended screening method is clinic based low-dose computed tomography (also called a low-dose CT scan, or LDCT). However, the effect of LDCT on overall mortality observed in lung cancer patients is not statistically significant. Over-diagnosis, excessive cost, risks associated with radiation exposure, false positive results and delay in the commencement of the treatment procedure questions the use of LDCT as a reliable technique for population-based screening. Therefore, identification of minimal-invasive biomarkers able to detect malignancies at an early stage might be useful to reduce the disease burden. Circulating nucleic acids are emerging as important source of information for several chronic pathologies including lung cancer. Of these, circulating cell free miRNAs are reported to be closely associated with the clinical outcome of lung cancer patients. Smaller size, sequence homology between species, low concentration and stability are some of the major challenges involved in characterization and specific detection of miRNAs. To circumvent these problems, synthesis of a quantum dot based nano-biosensor might assist in sensitive, specific and cost-effective detection of differentially regulated miRNAs. The wide excitation and narrow emission spectra of these nanoparticles result in excellent fluorescent quantum yields with a broader color spectrum which make them ideal bio-entities for fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) based detection for sequential or simultaneous study of multiple targets. In addition, photo-resistance and higher stability of these nanoparticles allows extensive exposure and offer state-of-the art sensitivity for miRNA targeting. A major obstacle for integrating QDs into clinical application is the QD-associated toxicity. However, Frontiers in Genetics | www.frontiersin.org 1 December 2018 | Volume 9 | Article 616
INTRODUCTION
Lung cancer, also known as bronchogenic carcinoma, is considered as a serious public health concern and a leading cause of mortality in Southeast Asia. The disease globally contributed to about 11.6% of all newly diagnosed cancer cases and 18.4% of the total mortality rate in 2018 (Bray et al., 2018) . Importantly, the disease prevalence and mortality rates are higher in developing or under-developed regions of the world and positively correlate with the socio-economic status of the affected population (Wong et al., 2017) . The disease is primarily categorized as SCLC which contributes to 13% of the total lung cancer cases and NSCLC that contributes to 85% of total reported cases. SCLC is localized to primary and secondary bronchi and is highly metastatic, whereas NSCLC often occurs in the lung peripheral tissues and is comparatively easy to detect (Collins et al., 2007) . NSCLC is further categorized on the basis of histopathology and classified as squamous cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, and large cell carcinoma (Howlader et al., 2013) . The higher mortality observed among lung cancer patients, is attributed to the delay in disease diagnosis. The overlapping symptoms with other respiratory conditions such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease often lead to the disease being unidentified or misdiagnosed (Bjerager et al., 2006; Mackillop, 2007) . On the other hand, the effect of suggested screening test, LDCT, on overall mortality has not been statistically significant (Aberle et al., 2011) . In addition, the use of LDCT as a reliable community-based screening technique is limited by its excessive cost (Wildstein et al., 2011; Goulart et al., 2012) and exposure associated risk to harmful radiations (Brenner, 2012; McCunney and Li, 2014) . Therefore, identification of specific biomarkers, capable of detecting the presence of malignancy at an early stage might help to reduce mortality.
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CURRENT SEROLOGICAL BIOMARKER FOR DETECTION OF LUNG CANCER
Owing to the high metastatic potential of lung cancers a number of protein molecules have been assessed to identify the optimum serological marker for the early cancer detection . Although a majority of these markers have been found to work efficiently under regulated conditions, the clinical success of these markers is broadly restricted by the modulating behavior of tumor cells. Ideally, the establishment of a potent serological biomarker requires extensive molecular profiling of the tumor samples and subsequent validation. CEA is a cell surface glycoprotein which is broadly involved in different intracellular signaling and cell adhesion processes. Normally absent or under-expressed in adults, this oncofetal protein is significantly over expressed during malignant conditions and is shown to be a well-characterized tumor biomarker for lung cancer screening (Blankenburg et al., 2008; Tomita et al., 2010; Hanagiri et al., 2011) . SAA, a family of inflammation associated apolipoproteins are reported to have an important function in driving cells to metastasis (Cho et al., 2010; Sung et al., 2011; Biaoxue et al., 2016) . The analyzed sensitivity for SAA based ELISA ranges between 50 and 70% with 95% specificity (Sung et al., , 2012 . Similarly, a threefold escalation in the levels of Hp β, a free hemoglobin-binding glycoprotein was reported in lung cancer patients' sera. As the Hp β chain encompasses significant stability, it may act as a prominent diagnostic indicator for lung cancer (Kang et al., 2011) . The utility of complement C9 proteins and endoglin as favorable lung cancer biomarker has been also established (Narayanasamy et al., 2011; Kopczynska et al., 2012) . Moreover, elevated levels of growth factor MDK (Xia et al., 2016; Jing et al., 2017) , tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase (TIMP1) (Jumper et al., 2004; , IGFBP-2 and serine protease TFPI (Fei et al., 2017) , has been also evidenced in the systemic circulation of lung cancer patients. Likewise, the squamous cell carcinoma antigen, a structural cytoplasmic protein, tumor M2-pyruvate kinase (PKM2) (Schneider, 2006) and CYFRA 21-1 (Kulpa et al., 2002) are also detected to be elevated among lung cancer patients with a critical diagnostic potential. A complete list of proteins suggested to be used as probable serum biomarkers for lung cancer diagnosis is summarized in Table 1 . Although these proteins may be useful, however, low abundance, high mutation rate, and complex interactions with other serum proteins limit their application in mass screening. 
Biomarker Function Reference
Carcinoembryonic antigen Cell adhesion, regulation of signal transduction and innate immunity. Hammarstrom, 1999; Kuespert et al., 2006; Tiernan et al., 2013 Serum Amyloid A Synthesize several cytokines, bind and activate cell surface receptors and activate inflammasome cascade. Urieli-Shoval et al., 2000; Eklund et al., 2012 Haptoglobin β chain Immunomodulatory in nature which also shows hemoglobin-binding capacity and is α-sialoglycoprotein in an acute phase. Kang et al., 2011; Vanuytsel et al., 2013 Anti-insulin-like growth factor-binding protein-2
Modulates insulin-like growth factor actions by preventing its binding to the receptor along with regulation of growth hormone-stimulated growth, cell proliferation and adhesion. Polticelli et al., 2008; Shen et al., 2012 Complement component 9 proteins Forms pores on the membrane of pathogens. Also plays a role in inducing tolerance, destruction of apoptotic cells and clearance of immune complexes. Dudkina et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2017 Endoglin Regulation of ALK1-dependent adhesive and proliferative effects. Lebrin et al., 2004; Koleva et al., 2006 Midkine Growth factor which plays a role in promoting growth, gene expression, migration, survival, reproduction, and repair. Maeda et al., 1999; Yoshida et al., 2001 Tissue Inhibitors of Metallo-proteinases
Bind to the Matrix metalloproteinases and inactivate them. They also play a role in degradation of Extracellular Matrix. Lose et al., 2005; Louhelainen et al., 2010 Tissue Factor Pathway Inhibitor Regulates the initiation phase of blood coagulation by hindering factor Xa and the tissue factor/factor VIIa complex. Matrix metalloproteinase, plasmin, cathepsin G, trypsin, and plasma kallikrein are some of the enzymatic activities negatively regulated by Tissue Factor Pathway Inhibitor. Augustsson et al., 2014; Li et al., 2017 Squamous Cell Carcinoma Antigen Represses the natural killer cell induced apoptosis, stimulates synthesis of matrix metalloproteinase-9 production whereas suppression of squamous cell carcinoma antigen induces cell cancer invasion and relocation in disease expression of E-cadherin. Murakami et al., 2010; Catanzaro et al., 2011 Tumor M2-pyruvate kinase Extremely active tetrameric protein which on exposure to oncoproteins, converts to less active dimeric form which is an important step for tumor metabolism. Sithambaram et al., 2015; He et al., 2016 CYFRA 21-1 A cytokeratin-19 fragment which is used as a tumor marker. Okamura et al., 2013 C-reactive protein Produced during injury and employs anti-arthritic, anti-pneumococcal, anti-atherosclerotic, and anti-amyloidogenic functions as well. Salzberg et al., 2006; Thirumalai et al., 2017 Human Plasma Kallikrein Participates in inflammation and intrinsic blood coagulation system and also regulates vascular responses. Liu W. et al., 2016; Ottaiano et al., 2017 Methylated DNA Hallmark of cancer which occurs very early during cancer development. Fujita et al., 2014; Widschwendter et al., 2017 Intercellular Adhesion Molecule 1 Promotes adhesion, transendothelial migration and immunological synapse formation.
de Paula et al., 2017; Marzolla et al., 2017 Pro gastrin releasing peptide A specific tumor marker. Mitogenic activity of proGRP has also been demonstrated. Shibayama et al., 2001; Oremek and Sapoutzis, 2003; Oh et al., 2016 Urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor Plays a vital role in plasminogen activation and fibrinolysis. Also involved in cardiovascular diseases. Semina et al., 2016; Yousif et al., 2018 Progesterone Receptor Membrane Component 1
Essential for ovulation and viability of granulosa cells of preovulatory follicles. In vitro studies have shown its role in tumor proliferation. Peluso et al., 2008; Kowalik et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2017 Matrix metalloproteinase 1 Plays a major role in inflammatory processes and extracellular matrix breakdown and has been associated with tumor invasion and metastasis. Sauter et al., 2008; Sousa et al., 2014 Epithelial cell adhesion molecule. Functions as a cell-cell adhesion molecule in order to maintain cell polarity. Also involved in the proliferation and differentiation. Used as a marker for stem/progenitor cells. Terris et al., 2010; Wen et al., 2018 CYFRA 21-1, Cytokeratin 19 fragments; ALK1, Activin-like kinase receptor 1.
miRNA: BIOGENESIS AND CLASSIFICATION
Epigenetic alterations involving DNA methylation, histone modification and microRNAs (miRNAs) are significantly associated with vital signaling cascades and differentially reflect in various malignancies including lung cancer (Cheng, 2015; Larrea et al., 2016; Cruz et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2018) . Out of which, miRNAs are considered vital to establish a clinically relevant minimal-invasive markers for risk assessment, early detection and monitoring therapeutic responses. miRNAs are small 19-22 nucleotide long non-coding RNAs which plays a crucial role in the regulation of gene expression. miRNAs are encoded within the nuclear genome and function via base pairing with the complementary mRNA molecule. As a result, the targeted mRNA is silenced either by cleaving, destabilizing (via polyA tail shortening) or manipulating the translational efficiency through ribosome mediated mRNA targeting. The miRNA encoded genes, usually found in sense orientation are transcribed by RNA polymerase II. The transcribed miRNA (∼80 nucleotides) forms a stem-loop structure, primarily known as pri-miRNA which is processed in the nucleus to generate precursor-miRNA (pre-miRNA). This is followed by a series of enzymatic reactions (Lee et al., 2003) and then translocation from the nucleus to cytoplasm (Lund et al., 2004) to further yield mature miRNA (Hutvagner et al., 2001 ) as shown in Figure 1 . These mature miRNAs are then loaded onto the AGO to form an effector miRNA-induced silencing complex +(miRISC). The passenger strand is either degraded or remains loaded with RISC complex (Schwarz et al., 2003) . The effector miRNA guides miRISC to target mRNA, where the degree of miRNA-mRNA complementarity determines the process of miRNA mediated gene silencing mechanism (Figure 1 ) (Ambros, 2004) . Moreover, the ability to regulate gene expression of a number of genes by a single miRNA can comprehensively influence a wide array of fundamental cellular processes; for instance proliferation, growth, cell differentiation, mobility, and apoptosis (Ambros, 2004) . This is imperative as miRNAs conceivably possess the oncogenic or tumor suppressing ability and may thus assume an indispensable part in both initiation and regulation of processes related to carcinogenesis (Esquela-Kerscher and Slack, 2006; Zhang et al., 2007) . In general, miRNAs are classified on the basis of their function, as tumor suppressors or oncogenes. The oncogenic miRNAs are known as "oncomirs" and primarily contributes toward tumor progression via negatively influencing the expression of genes regulating cell differentiation or apoptosis. While the other class, that play a major role in inhibiting the oncogenes are characterized as tumor suppressive miRNAs ( Table 2 ) (EsquelaKerscher and Slack, 2006; Zhang et al., 2007) .
miRNAs IN CIRCULATION
The vital role of miRNAs in many biological processes is evident by its ability to regulate gene expression. About 700 human miRNAs with each having up to hundreds of novel target mRNAs has been identified. In addition to their endogenous origin, miRNAs are also reported to be present in extracellular matrices (Figure 2) . Following primary reporting of circulating mRNAs in human plasma, the presence of extracellular miRNAs were also reported in the bloodstream (Mitchell et al., 2008) ensued by occurrence of tumor-associated miRNAs in lymphoma patients (Lawrie et al., 2008; Fernandez-Mercado et al., 2015) and circulating placental miRNAs among pregnant women (Chim et al., 2008) . Eventually, the existence of these circulating miRNAs was also reported in blood plasma (Mitchell et al., 2008) , serum (Chen et al., 2008; Lawrie et al., 2008) , saliva (Park et al., 2009) , urine (Hanke et al., 2010) , and other body fluids. However, depending on the health status and disease etiology the concentration of miRNAs may significantly vary . Liberation of extracellular miRNAs from cells might be associated with passive leakage due to tissue injury (Chen et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 2008) or with RNA-binding protein Arroyo et al., 2011; Vickers et al., 2011) or through dynamic release in the microvesicular framework (Valadi et al., 2007; Zernecke et al., 2009; Zhang Y. et al., 2010) . These molecular entities supposedly originate from blood cells, circulating tumor cells (Heneghan et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2010) or other disease affected tissue cells (Chen et al., 2008; Chin and Slack, 2008) and possess the ability to reflect the ongoing patho-physiological conditions. It has been demonstrated that discrete pathological conditions such as lung cancers (Chen et al., 2008; Lawrie et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 2008; Park et al., 2009; Hanke et al., 2010) , tissue injuries (Ji et al., 2009; Laterza et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009 ) and diabetes (Chen et al., 2008) can be likewise altered due to difference in the levels of the circulating miRNA concentrations (Park et al., 2009; Hanke et al., 2010; Weber et al., 2010) .
PACKAGING AND RELEASE OF EXTRACELLULAR CIRCULATING miRNAs
Despite resistance against RNase activity circulating miRNAs are highly susceptible to detergents (El-Hefnawy et al., 2004; Zhang Y. et al., 2010) or proteinase K activity (Turchinovich et al., 2011) indicating the presence of membrane envelop and other proteins. The presence of a membrane-bound miRNA and different mechanisms for packaging and transport of these extracellular miRNAs have also been reported. These mechanisms include miRNAs encapsulation in membrane-derived vesicles, RNA-binding proteins, or lipoprotein complexes such as HDL.
MEMBRANE-DERIVED VESICLES
Exosomes initially discovered by Pan and Johnstone, are small (50-90 nm) homologous secreted membrane vesicles of endosomal origin which serve as miRNA carter. The formation of these lipoprotein particles primarily involves the fusion of plasma membrane with multivesicular bodies and relies on the calcium influx, calpain and cytoskeleton reorganization (YanezMo et al., 2015) . The packaging of exosomal miRNAs requires enzymatic activation and is an active energy (ATP) dependent cellular mechanism which can function as intercellular miRNA transmitter between cells. Moreover, larger membrane vesicles also known as microvesicles are produced by direct budding from the plasma membrane and play an integral role in cell-to-cell miRNA transfer. These particles differ from exosomes on the basis of their release mechanism, biogenesis and biophysical properties. Microvesicle formation occurs through outward budding and fission of membrane vesicles which is contrasting to the formation of exosomes via inward budding. The particles directly shed from the plasma membrane and possess almost similar contents; however, the release is more heterogeneous in nature (i.e., particles of 100-1000 nm) (Aharon et al., 2009; Chironi et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2012) . Apoptotic bodies which are liberated from apoptotic cells as a repercussion of programmed cell death can also contribute to the active secretion of miRNAs. These are the largest extracellular vesicles and their size may vary from 1 to 5 µm (Turiak et al., 2011) . Similar to other extracellular FIGURE 1 | Diagrammatic representation of miRNA biogenesis. miRNA encoded genes transcribe to produce primary miRNAs which undergo a series of endolytic maturation steps to produce the mature effector miRNA involved in gene regulation. AGO, argonaute; Hsp, heat shock proteins; miRNA, mircoRNA; PACT, protein activator of the interferon-induced protein kinase; Ran-GTP, Ras-related nuclear protein-guanidine adenosine tri-phosphate; RISC, RNA-induced silencing complex; TRBP, TAR RNA binding protein.
Frontiers in Genetics | www.frontiersin.org (1) Play a crucial role in cell division and differentiation (2) Mature Let-7 family miRNAs are processed from 13 precursor sequences (3) The genes encoding these miRNAs are primarily located in the regions that are often deleted during (4) Let-7a and Let-7f are known to portray a foremost role in the functional regulation of oncogenes (5) Ectopic expression of let-7 miRNA is observed to repress cellular proliferation Calin et al., 2004; Johnson et al., 2005; Sarhadi et al., 2006; Koscianska et al., 2007; Lee and Dutta, 2007; Roush and Slack, 2008; Shi et al., 2009; Boyerinas et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2011 miR-34 family Suppresses p53 inhibitors and enhances p53 protein stability
(1) The miR-34 family is produced from two different transcriptional units which collectively comprises of three members, i.e., miR-34a, miR-34b and miR-34c (2) Gene encoding miR-34a is located on chromosome 1p36, while miR-34b and miR-34c are co-transcribed on chromosome 11q23 (3) Frequent deletions of 1p36 and translocation, insertion, and inversion of 11q23 region has been reported in lung cancer cases. (4) These rearrangements results in down-regulation of mir-34 and up-regulation of proto-oncogenes like MYC and BCL2, and causes deregulated cellular proliferation and apoptosis (5) miR-34 are vital regulators of EGFR signaling pathway and are often down-regulated in NSCLC Dave et al., 1999; Nomoto et al., 2000; Bommer et al., 2007; Gazdar and Minna, 2008; Hermeking, 2010; Kaller et al., 2011; Kasinski and Slack, 2012; Mandke et al., 2012; Garofalo et al., 2013; Adams et al., 2016 miR - Oncogenic miRNA miR-21 PTEN, RECK and Bcl-2 (1) miR-21 inhibits the activity of phosphatases thereby downregulating the negative regulators of RAS/MEK/ERK pathway to drive the process of tumorigenesis by stimulating cellular proliferation and the process of invasion, and metastasis Jung and Calin, 2010; Zhang J.G. et al., 2010; Haffner et al., 2013; Sims et al., 2017 miR-17-92 cluster E2F1, BCL2L11, HIF1A, and PTEN (1) The miR-17-92 cluster is likewise named as human oncomiR-1 and encompasses seven members (miR-17-5p, miR-17-3p, miR-20a, miR-18a, miR-92a, miR-19a, and miR-19b ) (2) c-Myc is reported to directly target mir-17-92 cluster, and transcriptional regulation is significantly influenced by expression profile of Myc proto-oncogene (3) Notch and Sonic Hedgehog pathways are also involved in the activation of miR-17-92 in cancer (4) A higher miR-17-5p expression contrarily relates with the survival of lung cancer patients Hayashita et al., 2005; Matsubara et al., 2007; Osada and Takahashi, 2011; Li et al., 2014 miR-221/222 PTEN, TIMP3, BIM, RB1, p21, and p27 (1) These miRNAs are reported to be associated with the aggressiveness of lung cancers (2) Its over-expression down-regulates PTEN and TIMP3 to inhibit apoptosis and promotes cell migration (3) Interaction of extracellular HMGB1 with RAGE results in enhanced miR-221/222 cluster expression which sequentially inhibits tumor suppressor gene PTEN to facilitate tumor escape Garofalo et al., 2009; Mardente et al., 2015 Frontiers in Genetics | www.frontiersin.org 
RNA-BINDING PROTEINS
Apart from the membrane-derived vesicles, circulating miRNAs are also observed to be associated with RNA-binding proteins. Initially, NMP1, a nucleophosphoprotein was shown to protect miRNA from RNase degradation but later circulating miRNAs were also shown to bind with AGO family (mainly AGO2) Arroyo et al., 2011) . These secreted circulating miRNAs are dynamically released from cells into the plasma in association with Argonaute2 (AGO2) without being encapsulated in microvesicles (Arroyo et al., 2011; Turchinovich et al., 2011) . AGO2 is a major component of RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) which binds with functionally mature miRNAs to regulate translation of cellular mRNAs. Studies have suggested that only 10% of the total cell-free miRNAs released in plasma is through microvesicles while approximately 90% of the circulating miRNAs is co-fractionated with ribonucleoprotein complexes (Arroyo et al., 2011) .
LIPOPROTEIN COMPLEXES
Circulating miRNAs in blood plasma are also reported to be attached to lipoproteins. These lipoprotein complexes are specifically rich in small non-coding RNAs and mainly involve LDL and HDL and plays a major role in the transportation of lipids and fat-soluble vitamins through the bloodstream (Vickers et al., 2011; Tabet et al., 2014) . The higher affinity of lipoproteins to attach with water-insoluble materials enables these complexes to effectively carry nucleic acids in circulation (Kim et al., 2007; Babin and Gibbons, 2009 ). This also suggests a vital role of these lipoprotein complexes in the biogenesis of the lipoprotein itself. On the other hand, it has been insinuated that the relationship of miRNAs with HDL could be to some extent non-specific.
IMPORTANCE IN PATHO-PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES
The observations that circulating miRNAs can be conveyed from one cell to another evidenced their potential role in cellular communication (Valadi et al., 2007; Montecalvo et al., 2012; Xin et al., 2012) . It is currently evident that variety of viable cells take up these circulating miRNAs regardless of their cellular origin. Studies have demonstrated that majority of such communication may involve the paracrine or autocrine mode of signaling. Initial reports showed that AGO2 protein associated ccf-miRNAs are broadly involved in such communication (Arroyo et al., 2011) but later studies have shown that the majority of ccf-miRNAs are in exosomal form (Gallo et al., 2012; Sohel et al., 2013; Noferesti et al., 2015) . Evidence suggests a unidirectional miRNA transfer from T cells to recipient APCs via CD63 + exosomes during immune interactions (Mittelbrunn et al., 2011) . Such transfer possesses the ability to fine-tune gene expression during cellular communications. The exosomal transfer of ccf-miRNA is reported to significantly down-regulate their target genes (Kogure et al., 2011; Montecalvo et al., 2012; Sohel et al., 2013) . Importantly, exosomes from metastatic cancers were observed to be rich in let-7 family tumor-suppressive miRNAs, while no such enrichment was reported among the exosomes from other cells that suggested the exosomal mode of exporting tumor-suppressive miRNAs (Ohshima et al., 2010) . In vitro studies have shown that the proliferation and angiogenic potency of the recipient cells was found to be elevated when exosomes from mesenchymal stem cells were administered in cardiac stem cells . Similarly, relocation of exosome and microvesicles from human bronchial epithelial cells encourage myofibroblast differentiation in lung fibroblasts (Fujita et al., 2015) . It has also been also demonstrated that the transfer of stromal cell exosomes to breast cancer cells can alter their radiation sensitivity (Boelens et al., 2014) . Exosomal miRNA mediated transfer of adriamycin-resistant capacity to breast cancer cells has also been reported . Several reports have demonstrated the importance of communication between cancer cells and the surroundings through microvesicles (Muralidharan-Chari et al., 2010) . Transfer of microvesicle mediated extracellular tumor cell miRNAs were shown to promote tumor growth among the normal recipient cells (Skog et al., 2008) . Unconventionally, these miRNAs were also reported to possess the ability to activate RNA-sensing Toll-like receptors (TLR). A subsequent activation of TLR7 and TLR8 was seen when tumor-derived exosomes (miR-21 and miR-29a) were transferred to immune cells that resulted in activation of a pro-metastatic inflammatory response leading to tumor growth and metastasis (Fabbri et al., 2012) .
CIRCULATING miRNA: A POTENTIAL BIOMARKER FOR EARLY DETECTION OF LUNG CANCER
The evidences defining the presence of disease-specific miRNAs in circulation during different pathophysiological conditions including lung cancers holds considerable promise to develop these circulating entities as a potent disease biomarker. Higher levels of circulating exosomal miRNAs signifying the various tumors stages were reported in patients with lung adenocarcinoma (Rabinowits et al., 2009 ). In addition, a set of 63 disease specific circulating miRNA were observed in the serum of 11 lung cancer patients (Chen et al., 2008) . It has been shown that the circulating miRNA signatures in plasma possess the ability to discriminate between known lung cancers from healthy controls with high diagnostic accuracy. In comparison to controls, sequence analysis suggested almost 28 lost miRNAs and 63 new miRNAs in the serum of NSCLC patients. It was also reported that higher levels of two tumor-associated miRNAs (miR-25 and miR-223) may serve as the marker for NSCLC (Chen et al., 2008) . Further, disease-specific up-regulation in the levels of two miRNAs, i.e., miR-1254 and miR-574-5p was seen in patients with early stage NSCLC (Foss et al., 2011) . Tang et al., observed a set of three aberrantly expressed miRNAs (miR-155, miR-21, and miR-145) in the plasma of lung cancer patients (Tang et al., 2013) . Diagnostic efficacy in terms of sensitivity and specificity of specified miRNA panels-based arrays, i.e., 3-miR assay miR-205, miR-210 and miR-708 in sputum samples of lung cancer was observed to be 73 and 96% respectively which further improved with 4-miR assay (miR-486, miR-21, miR-200b , and miR-375), i.e., 81 and 93% respectively (Xing et al., 2010) . In order to further improve the diagnostic efficacy, a six circulating miRNAs panel was assessed and identified to possess the ability to distinguish early stage NSCLC patients from healthy controls or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patients (Halvorsen et al., 2016) . Similarly, higher levels of miR-29c was reported in the NSCLC patients, while the expression profile of seven serum miRNAs (let-7a, miR-146b, miR-155, miR-221, miR-17-5p, miR-27a, and miR-106a) were observed to be significantly down-regulated (Heegaard et al., 2012) . Interestingly, levels of significantly altered 10 miRNAs panel (miR-20a, miR-24, miR-25, miR-145, miR-152, miR-199a-5p, miR-221, miR-222, miR-223 , and miR-320) could identify NSCLC almost 33 months prior to its clinical diagnosis . In addition to the disease identification, circulating miRNAs levels were also reported to correlate with the patient survival. The levels of miR-125b significantly correlated with poorer prognosis of NSCLC patients and response to cisplatin-based chemotherapy (Yuxia et al., 2012; Cui et al., 2013) . Likewise, the higher levels of circulating miR-22 also correlated with the poor therapeutic response to pemetrexed-based treatment in NSCLC patients (Franchina et al., 2014) . The downregulated let-7i-3p and miR-154-5p miRNAs were strongly associated with smoking and related lung cancer . Collectively, these studies have suggested the potential ability of circulating miRNAs to be utilized as biomarkers for lung cancer detection. However, specific detection of these miRNAs may require development of sensitive strategies capable of identifying specific and desired miRNAs in circulation.
DETERMINATION OF CIRCULATING CELL FREE miRNA
Several methods have been employed for the detection of circulating miRNAs. The qPCR method has been routinely used for the detection of miRNA in different biological samples where miRNA template is amplified and measured using different fluorescent detection probes like SYBR Green and Taqman fluorescent chemistry. SYBR Green-based qPCR technique utilizes the intercalating ability of SYBR Green and eliminates the need for a separate probe for each miRNA of interest; however, it holds less specificity. While, Taqman chemistry probes are specifically designed for the target miRNA and are sensitive, but comparatively less cost-effective. Alternatively, the use of stem-loop RT primers and locked nucleic acid (LNA) assay for the detection of miRNAs through qPCR increases specificity and sensitivity. The qPCR reaction using stem-loop primers is specifically used for the detection of mature miRNAs. In addition, LNA assay based miRNA quantification also discriminates between the precursor and mature miRNA. This technique overall is very expensive as it requires high-end instruments. Furthermore, microarray-based platforms can be also used to identify the change in differential miRNA expression level in the circulating body fluids, in a single run and on the global scale. Various microarray platforms such as GeneChip (Affymetrix), miRCURY LNA (Exiqon), and SurePrint (Agilent) have been adapted for miRNA quantification. The platforms have outlined probes for specific miRNA. The major drawback of microarray technology is excessive cost and compromised reproducibility (Draghici et al., 2006; Sato et al., 2009 ). There is no single pervasive method for microarray information analysis. Moreover, data normalization of the microarray is time-consuming and difficult especially for miRNA due to its low abundance and weak expression (Wang and Xi, 2013; Wu et al., 2013) .
Another broadly utilized approach to determine the whole genome pattern of miRNA expression is next generation sequencing (NGS) (Margulies et al., 2005; Eminaga et al., 2013) . Several studies have been performed to detect the circulating miRNA in the lung cancer patients through NGS (Ma et al., 2014; Gallach et al., 2017) . The common work process of NGS includes RNA isolation, library preparation, sequencing, and data analysis. NGS is notably a preferable approach for the identification of novel miRNA biomarkers, however, implementation of such technology in the clinical processes possesses serious limitations as it requires specialized equipment and reagents which are very costly. Moreover, the data analysis of NGS is very complicated and necessitates standardization and further validation through qPCR method and thus restricting its use in the clinical field.
One more technique is isothermal amplification process which is performed at a consistent temperature and exists in various structures including exponential amplification reactions, loop-mediated amplification, rolling circle amplification, duplex-specific nuclease signal amplification, and hybridization chain reaction . This method is highly efficient but involves a complicated primer designing process. It likewise brings about linear amplification rather than exponential amplification, which isn't perfect for the discernment of feebly expressed miRNAs (Dirks and Pierce, 2004) .
Detection of miRNA through NIR imaging in the biological system preferably eliminates the need for PCR and other complicated techniques and its variants. In addition to this, it has several advantages over its optical imaging counterparts such as autofluorescence and photobleaching (Gong et al., 2016) . The NIR-based detection method of miRNA was accomplished through QDs and nanoclusters. The circulating or cellular miRNAs depending on our domain of the study may be detected through QD-based nanobiosensors. Current studies have elucidated the early detection of isolated miRNAs associated with various pathological conditions including cancer by means of QDs. QDs have a wide excitation, narrow emission spectra, high quantum yield, and exceptional photochemical stability. This approach has been described for immunohistochemistry (Stroh et al., 2005) , immunoassays (Beloglazova et al., 2014 (Beloglazova et al., , 2016 and detection of proteins in the biological samples (Qiu et al., 2017; Shu and Tang, 2017; Zhang et al., 2017) . These nanoparticles contribute high specificity, substantial surface area and stability to the miRNA nano-biosensors.
QDs BASED NANO-BIOSENSOR FOR CANCER DETECTION
Nanotechnology has been expanding its foothold in clinical medicine, especially in the area of oncology with a primary goal of early prognosis and diagnosis of the disease as well as real time monitoring of the progression in treatment. Nanomaterials exhibit excellent functional properties including huge surface-to-volume proportion for exceptionally proficient target interactions. These properties can be exploited to upgrade the execution of conventional techniques or to develop new measures with ultra-sensitivity and multi-parametric capacities. Nano-scale devices, particularly for the investigation of cancers involves the recognition of blood borne biomarkers such as cancer-associated proteins circulating tumor cells, circulating tumor DNA, and tumor-discarded exosomes. With the invention and advancements of nano-scaled sensorics, high sensitivity, specificity, multiplexing of measurements can be attained along with analysis at the genetic level for complete elucidation of patient's stage and type of cancer as well as predicting proper treatment. Nanoparticles, such as superparamagnetic iron oxide and QDs are emerging as promising tools for medical imaging platforms. QDs are semiconductor nanosized crystalline structures (ranging from 2 to 10 nm) which possess superior fluorescent properties with less photobleaching (Figure 3) . The size-tunable fluorescence of these nanocrystals spans all the way from QDs with a large diameter showing red fluorescence within the visible light spectrum to smaller diameter QDs with blue fluorescence. For this reason, QDs hold a broad excitation range coupled with a narrow and symmetric emission spectrum which enables QDs to get excited with a single wavelength and function in a multicolor mode for disease imaging and mapping (Tan et al., 2011) . On the basis of their chemical composition, QDs FIGURE 3 | An overview of the in-depth structure of the quantum dot based nano-constructs. The figure illustrates that these nano-structures comprise an inorganic core, inorganic shell and an additional aqueous layer of polymers. The outer layer is layered with polymer or attached to desired peptide ligand/antibody for specific targeting.
can be subdivided into two broad categories. The first category is made up of elements from group III (Boron, Aluminum, Gallium) to V (Nitrogen, Phosphorous, Arsenic) of the periodic table, while the second category includes elements derived from subgroup II (Zinc, Cadmium) and the main group VI (Oxygen, Sulfur, Selenium) of the periodic group. The optimized quantum yield of the second category makes them superior and is thus preferred over first category QDs (Ghaderi et al., 2010) .
SYNTHESIS OF QDs
Quantum dots are generally synthesized by using two approaches, i.e., Top-down approaches involving the breakdown of large initial structures through external forces and bottom-up approach involving the self-assemblage of miniaturized materials components via chemical reactions. Top-down processing comprehensively incorporates systems like lithography (e-beam and X-ray), MBE and ion implantation. QDs can be synthesized through different self-assembly (bottom-up) techniques, which might be additionally subdivided into wet-chemical and vapor-phase methods (Figures 4, 5) . Wet-chemical methods are generally include techniques such as microemulsion, sol-gel, competitive reaction chemistry, hot-solution decomposition, sonic waves or microwaves, and electrochemistry, while in vapor-phase methods, layers are grown in an atom-by-atom process as a consequence of self-assembly that occurs on the substrate without any patterning (Valizadeh et al., 2012; Karmakar, 2015) .
TOP-DOWN PROCESSING METHODS
The top-down approaches, lithography and FIB techniques are based on the principle of site specific etching or sputtering through bombardment of finely focussed, high energy beam of ions, photons, electrons or collimated (parallel) X-rays that causes dissolution and selective removal of exposed or covered regions of the resist material for the generation of fluorescent QDs Weng et al., 2017) . Several properties of QDs such as structure and inter-particle distance, primarily rely on the size of the ion beam (Mishra and Bhat, 2018) . Another method known as etching, involves plasma formation through an interaction between gaseous molecules with a controlled radiofrequency current that results in break-down of the complex gas molecules to more reactive fragments. These high kinetic energy species further strike the surface and form a volatile reaction product to etch the patterned sample (Luo et al., 2014) .
BOTTOM-UP APPROACHES

Wet-Chemical Methods
It includes traditional precipitation methods with cautious control of various parameters including mechanisms of nucleation, that may be homogeneous or heterogeneous wherein the antecedent particles amalgamate to a point till desired size is achieved and grow from a single solution or mixture. A general dialog of various wet chemical procedures is given beneath. These techniques include sol-gel process wherein a nanoparticle dispersed in a solution condenses to form a sol followed by polymerization to produce an elasticized gel. This further densifies and nucleates upon thermal treatment resulting in formation of particles with enhanced mechanical properties and structural stability. ZnO QDs prepared by using the sol-gel process have been reported (Bera et al., 2008; Yang P. et al., 2015) . Another approach namely, microemulsion process involves the generation of nanometer water droplets using surfactants as a result of continuous exchange of reactants due to dynamic collisions. This acts as the limiting factor for growth of QDs. CdS QDs and two core-shell CdSe-CdS and CdSe-ZnS QD systems synthesized by reverse micelle technique was reported by Saran et al. (2012) and Damarla et al. (2016) respectively. The hot-solution decomposition method has been extensively used for the synthesis of QDs. This involves pyrolysis of a mixture of precursor and an organometallic compound such as tri-octyl-phosphine oxide (TOPO) at high temperature (∼300 • C) under vacuum in a three-necked round bottom flask with vigorous stirring. This stimulates homogeneous nucleation to form QDs (21).
Vapor-Phase Methods
In the vapor-phase method, layers of QDs are developed in an atom-by-atom process by the hetero-epitaxial growth of highly strained materials without any patterning. One such approach is MBE which involves heating of ultra-pure components like gallium and arsenic in semi Knudsen emanation cells until evaporation. These particles get consolidated on the wafer, where they respond with each other to frame single crystal gallium arsenide (Karmakar, 2015) . Another technique comprises of vapor deposition techniques by physical or chemical means. The physical vapor deposition includes bombardment with a beam of vaporized atoms or molecules of the precursor material from a solid or liquid source which is then conveyed in the form of plasma to the substrate where condensation takes place. The method primarily involves three most important techniques, i.e., sputtering, pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and thermal evaporation. Effective preparation of crystalline QDs of Nb 2 O 5 (1-20 nm) has been reported using the PVD (Dhawan et al., 2014; Karmakar, 2015) . Similar to PVD, CVD method involves chemical reactions that bring about a transformation of the precursor atoms/molecules in the gaseous phase that deposit as a solid film or powder on the substrate. CVD strategies might be subdivided into vapor phase epitaxy (VPE) where CVD is utilized to deposit single crystal film, MOCVD in which precursors are metal-natural species, PECVD where a plasma is utilized to intensify the reaction and low-pressure CVD (LPCVD) wherein the decay is done at low pressure (Karmakar, 2015) .
SURFACE CHEMISTRY AND ENERGY TRANSFER MECHANISMS
The surface modification by means of various bifunctional ligands or caps could improve the aqueous solubility, bio-compatibility and stability of QDs (whether single or core/shell structures). In core/shell QDs, the shell surrounding the core allows better passivation of surface defects and enhanced photostability with improved optical properties for instance in CdSe-ZnS QDs (Qu and Peng, 2002) . Moreover, alloyed QDs allow continuous tuning of quantum confinement by variation in the QD size or their chemical composition. A number of methods have been employed for surface modifications of QDs such as introduction of a silica shell covering, exchange of the hydrophobic surfactant molecules with bifunctional molecules, or by coating with a cross-linked amphiphilic polymer. Other surface alteration techniques that have been widely assessed include electrostatic interaction, micelle encapsulation, and hydroxylation (Kakkar et al., 2013) . QDs possess three classes of photon-induced energy transfer mechanisms which have been widely used for developing different QDs based strategies (Figures 6, 7 and Table 3 ).
FÖRSTER RESONANCE ENERGY TRANSFER
Förster resonance energy transfer, a technique widely used in assays and bioprobes, includes an energy transfer between two light-sensitive molecules known as FRET pairs. The energy exchange between FRET pairs takes place because of the long-range dipole-dipole interaction between them. QDs upon absorption of photons allow the transfer of their excitonic energy of electrostatically attached acceptor chromophores in close proximity in a non-radiative fashion through the long-range dipole-dipole coupling. The subsequent module outlines the utilization of FRET as an analytical signal. The obtained change in fluorescence can be used for attached moieties and thus, can be used as probes. Dissimilar to natural fluorophores, QDs display narrow emission and expansive absorption and do not permit the overlapping of absorption spectra of donor and acceptors, making them supreme and fantastic candidates for FRET applications. A basic requirement for the FRET is that the donor molecules emission spectrum must overlap absorption or emission spectrum of the acceptor. Moreover, they should possess almost parallel transition dipole presentations and the time of fluorescence generated by the donor molecule must be of adequate enough to let the FRET to occur. In addition, these molecules must be in close proximity, i.e., their distance must be less than 10 nm as the efficiency of energy transfer depends on the distance and the relation can be mathematically expressed by the equation: E = Ro 6/(Ro 6 + r6) where E is efficiency of energy transfer, Ro is Förster distance (the distance at which energy efficiency is 50%) and r is the donor-acceptor distance (Stanisavljevic et al., 2015) . Thus, an ideal probe with efficient energy transfer depending upon the inter-or intra-molecular distances can be obtained by attachment of fluorophores to known sites within the molecules. This distance-dependence efficiency of FRET has been significantly evaluated for the assessment of structural dynamics, intermolecular association, biochemical events and disease diagnostics. One persistent advantage of the FRET chemistry is that both the donor and acceptor can be conjugated to antibodies (Pfleger and Eidne, 2006) . This chemistry can be used to measure cell surface interactions while other signals cannot localize cellular fractionation. For instance, BRET cannot be used for single cell assessment as the signal produced is for entire cell rather than distinct cellular organelles. In addition, the strategy is relatively cheap and has no or fewer issues of bio-distribution and metal toxicity (Chandan et al., 2018) .
CHEMILUMINESCENCE RESONANCE ENERGY TRANSFER
QDs due to their broad excitation spectra, large Stoke's shifts, and size-dependent emission are well-matched fluorescent acceptors in CRET processes. The variable emission wavelength of QD-acceptors enables multiplex analysis, as they can be excited by the same chemiluminescent (CL) donors. QDs based-CRET occurs by the immediate oxidation of a luminescent donor when chemically produced excitons experience relaxation with emanating radiant energy. Due to the redox property of the discrete electron and hole states of QDs, they may act as catalysts in reactions involving other fluorophores (luminescent molecules). Amid the generation of hole into the valence band and electron into the conduction band by means of strong oxidizer and reducer respectively, short-lived radical species are produced that initiates oxidation of the CL reagents producing an enhanced CL. In addition, QDs can act as emitter species after CRET. Direct oxidation occurs when QDs are the only luminescent compounds in a CL system. At the point where more than one luminophore exists in a CL framework, the process can be either CRET (final emitter is a QD) or a catalytic process (final emitter is a luminophore) (Chandan et al., 2018) .
BIOLUMINESCENCE RESONANCE ENERGY TRANSFER
Bioluminescence resonance energy transfer is a naturally prevailing event that includes non-radiative exchange of energy from a light discharging protein to an acceptor atom in proximity. Wide absorption spectra of QDs enable them to be energized by nearly every single bioluminescent protein and the unique properties of QDs (i.e., broad excitation and size tunable emission) enable them to create many QD-BRET pairs. Through pairing of Luc8, a bioluminescent protein with QD605, QD655, QD705, and QD800, a multiplexed BRET imaging was achieved (Chandan et al., 2018) .
QDs FOR LUNG CANCER DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPEUTICS
The optimal properties, ability to resist photo-bleaching and real-time detection makes QDs an ideal candidate for biosensing applications. The functionalized QDs that initially incorporated the potential affinity of streptavidin to avidin with a complementary binding probe have been assessed for development of different biosensing strategies. For instance, the biosensors for DNA comprise of QDs possessing Cy5-labeled complementary reporter probe along with a biotinylated capture probe with target DNA (Banerjee et al., 2015) . Further appropriate modifications have been done to improve the cancer diagnostic ability of these nano-biosensors. Despite of the several methods available for early lung cancer screening, diagnosis at the early stage can be difficult and prone to error. A number of approaches have been proposed for different types of cancers, a few of them assessed in lung cancer settings are discussed here. As it is widely known that the molecular imaging of cancer cells is vital for efficient tumor diagnosis and personalized medicine therefore, Zhang C. et al. (2013) suggested the use of DNA functionalized QDs as efficient fluorescence nanomaterial for lung cancer bioimaging. The use of anti-HER2 conjugated QDs was applied for immunelabeling of breast and lung cancer cells and was reported to be superior in a panel of lung cancer cells with the differential HER2 expression proposing their potential pertinence in early identification of cancer biomarkers (Rakovich et al., 2014) . A comparative approach utilizing affibody secured QDs was revealed to be a promising method for the production of fluorescent nanoprobes for imaging of tumor targets (Zhao et al., 2016) . Furthermore, designing probes to detect disease specific mutations is an attractive approach toward early clinical identification of the different cancers. QDs linked to EGFR mutation-specific antibodies were assessed and reported to be highly effective and sensitive as compared with traditional methods in disease diagnosis and therapeutic decision making for NSCLC patients (Qu et al., 2014) . In an attempt to further improve the diagnostic ability of these molecules, a highly specific QDs based recognition-before-labeling strategy using DNA aptamers was developed. The aptamers first recognize target cells, followed by the addition of fluorescent QDs which bind with aptamers and identify the target cells. This is a simple approach which omits the need of complicated QD functionalization, and the possibility of steric hindrance . Epigenetic signatures such as methylated DNA and miRNAs possess the ability to be utilized as effective biomarkers for the diagnosis of lung cancers. Zeng et al. (2014) showed the efficiency of a QD-based miRNA nanosensor to detect point mutation in mir-196a2, abnormally expressed in the lung tissues of NSCLC patients. Tang et al. (2015) proposed the use of single QD-based biosensor for DNA point mutation assay which comprises Cy5-labeled biotinylated probes that utilized FRET chemistry for early clinical diagnosis. Another simplistic QD-based FRET method for the identification of DNA methylation at first depends on methylation-sensitive enzymatic absorption of genomic DNA emanate by its amplification and FRET-based discernment. The strategy productively evaluated the methylation levels of three tumor silencer genes PCDHGB6, RASSF1A and HOXA9 and was proposed to be a potential technique for non-invasive early clinical diagnosis of cancers (Ma et al., 2015 (Ma et al., , 2016 . Similarly, for early identification of NSCLC, Fan et al. (2016) demonstrated the utilization of nano-QD microarray for the recognition of serum miRNAs (miR-17b-5p, miR-19-3p, miR-15b-5p, miR-16-5p, miR-20a-5p, and miR-92-3p) as diagnostic biomarkers. In a novel attempt to develop a combinatorial approach for treating lung cancer cells, a QD based system was developed to simultaneously deliver siRNA along with the known anticancer drugs (carboplatin, paclitaxel, and doxorubicin). These altered QDs also accommodated different anticancer drugs via HP-CD modifications along with binding and transporting the siRNA through electrostatic interactions with l-Arg residues. These multifunctional QD nanocarriers were accounted to be more effective and hold substantial pledge to act as robust tools for combined therapy of lung cancer . In addition, the studies have been also performed to develop multiplex immunoassay systems. Liu L. et al. (2016) used QD as biomarker labels for diagnosis of lung cancer by using bead-based microarray. A sandwich structure is formed between the magnetic beads and the QD probes through the specific interactions of antigen and antibody of the target proteins and was easy to operate and cost effective . Multicolor QDs were used as detection elements and micro-magnetic beads as immune carriers for developing a highly sensitive and discrete multiplexed fluoro-immunoassay of three lung cancer biomarkers CEA, cytokeratin 19 (CYRFA 21-1), and NSE . In a recent attempt to develop QD based nanosensors for lung cancer diagnosis, a novel QDlateral flow test strips system was formulated which has the capability to simultaneously detect CYFRA 21-1 and CEA in human serum. This QD based detection system is a quick and highly specific sandwich immunoassay with an ability to detect antigens within 15 min and is expected to be useful for early screening and prognosis of lung cancer patients .
CHALLENGES IN CLINICAL APPLICATION OF QDs
Nanotechnology represents great potential for both basic cancer research and clinical application. However, compared with current conventional technologies, the novel QDs-based technologies have raised concerns of biosafety, reproducibility, and clinical reliability.
TOXICO-GENOMICS IMPLICATIONS
A major obstacle for integrating QDs into clinical application is the QD induced cytotoxicity. As QDs are composed of toxic metal atoms, therefore their ability to induce cytotoxicity through photon-induced free-radical formation and colloidal effects increases (Smith and Nie, 2009 ). The most commonly used QDs comprise of cadmium core which possibly is the potential and main cause of QD toxicity. Cytotoxicity may be further instigated through promoting free-radical formation as the core molecules are electronically active and are prone to photo and air oxidation. Emerging evidences also suggest that the cytotoxicity of free cadmium ions is linked to free-radical generation and not to cadmium release from QDs and may further lead to DNA damage in the presence or absence of light photon activation (Green and Howman, 2005; Cho et al., 2007) . In addition to core material, a broader role of capping materials likes mercaptoacetic acid and trioctylphosphine oxide in the QD toxicity. Moreover, QD functionalization is an essential process for attachment of targeting different biological moieties and need to be investigated for their toxicity. Apart from toxicity, targeting ability of the material needs to be evaluated, as migration to the non-targeted site may lead to toxicity especially when QD function as a photosensitizing agent or drug carrier. Data for biostability of the coatings and their half-life in vivo, requires further analysis. All these queries are required to be answered before the clinical use of coated QD in human applications (Ghaderi et al., 2010) . Many efficient attempts have been made to reduce the toxicity with preserved fluorescence properties of QDs. Preferring non-toxic and biodegradable nanomaterials as drug/gene carriers and finding substitutes of heavy metal based QDs could be one method for reducing toxicity. In addition, the use of non-toxic elements such as silica, zinc, sulfur, and copper may assist to solve the problem of heavy-metal toxicity. Graphene QDs due to their low toxicity have also emerged as promising alternatives in the field of cancer imaging. Nevertheless, development of core/shell QDs or encapsulated QDs by non-toxic materials could possibly be a promising attempt to reduce the toxicity and preserve a good fluorescence of the functional QDs.
The encapsulation of QDs through non-toxic materials like silica, nanogel, cross-linked dendrimers, nucleotide, and copolymer have showed remarkably reduced QD cytotoxicity (He et al., 2015) .
DESIGN AND GENERATION OF BIOCOMPATIBLE NANOPARTICLES
Apart from toxicity, QDs are susceptible to non-specific organ uptake and RES scavenging due to their large size (15-30 nm) and short half-life in the systemic circulation, limiting their in vivo imaging and targeting applications. Various attempts have been made to overcome the in vivo limitations of QDs by attaching passivating molecules, such as PEG, and by controlling the overall charge of the particles to prevent their adsorption to the plasma proteins. An intriguing recent finding suggests a size threshold of 5-6 nm in diameter, below which the QDs cannot escape the liver and will be cleared through kidneys .
STABILITY, REPRODUCIBILITY, AND STANDARDIZATION
At the current stage, the clinical applicability of QD-based technologies is limited due to their reproducibility and comparability issues. The fluorescence quantum yields based on variable materials and surface chemistries will be different for different QDs obtained from various sources. Thus, the establishment and implementation of quality criteria for these materials of different functionalized QDs is the essential initial step (Fang et al., 2012) . In order to translate QDs-based technologies working to clinical settings, it is necessary to train professional technicians to improve the familiarity and experience with QD-based tools as well as establish confidence in this technology with scientific and medical communities. Thus, it is of significant urgency to develop and establish the quality criteria or standardization for the labeling, imaging capture and followed quantitative analysis.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVE
The increasing disease trend and limitations of traditional diagnostic modalities for lung cancer necessitate identifying novel markers capable of specific disease diagnosis at an early stage. There is convincing scientific evidence which suggests the potential role of miRNAs in initiation and progression of lung cancers. This led to the development of different detection technologies including qPCR and ISH capable to detect miRNA based in different types of samples. Both microarray and qRT-PCR platforms offer large-scale data and higher degree of accuracy but are only limited to the known miRNAs and lack adequate data validation. NGS may help to overcome these issues, but its higher cost is a major obstacle. An ideal miRNA-based point-of-care diagnosis should be capable to quickly detect disease-specific miRNA even at lower concentrations and should be reproducible with an appropriate multiplexing ability. Recent development has shown that the available miRNA detection strategies fulfill one or more requirements. In this regard, the potential use of QDs for cancer cell imaging and detection, have been widely appreciated. The availability of large emission spectrum and surface chemistries of QDs offer long-term stability, significantly higher sensitivity and multifunctional ability, making them versatile bio-probes. In addition, the use of non-toxic shells along with surface modification not only overcome their toxicity issues, but also increases the ability of these nanoshells to quickly identify cancer-associated molecular markers in a non-invasive mode. Although QDs are reported to efficiently conjugate with different biomolecules including DNA and RNA, their clinical utility is hampered by the scarcity of consistent methods and reproducible data. However, employing a systematic approach with appropriate control over their orientation, and avidity may certainly improve their ability. In addition, utilizing multifunctional QD-based analytical methods with immunohistochemistry or in situ nucleic acid hybridization in multiplexed format will be particularly significant. Importantly, much focus should be given toward the use of non-invasive or minimal invasive liquid biopsies-based detection methods as it provides the much clear picture of disease evolution over time.
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